SIGNING GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE FOLLOWING NOTES SHALL APPEAR ON ALL TRAFFIC SIGNAL PLANS AND ARE INCLUDED HERE FOR THE USER'S REFERENCE.

2. POST LENGTHS INDICATED ON SIGN SUMMARY SHEETS ARE APPROXIMATE. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY ACTUAL POST LENGTHS.

3. ALL PERFORATED POSTS SHALL BE INSTALLED IN A CONCRETE FOUNDATION, UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED BY THE TRAFFIC ENGINEER.

4. PRIOR TO THE INSTALLATION OF ANY SIGNS.

5. ALL SIGN STATION LOCATIONS ARE APPROXIMATE, THE CONTRACTOR SHALL VERIFY ACTUAL SIGN LOCATIONS WITH THE TRAFFIC ENGINEER.

6. WITHIN PIMA COUNTY SIGNING AND MARKING STANDARDS DETAIL 6.1.1.

7. SIGNS, AT THE TIME OF INSTALLATION. STREET NAME SIGNS SHALL INCLUDE A SIGN IDENTIFICATION DECAL AS DESCRIBED

8. MANUFACTURE SHALL BE PLACED IN THE UPPER RIGHT CORNER OF THE BACK OF ALL SIGNS, EXCEPT FOR STREET NAME

9. A 3"x2" PRESSURE SENSITIVE, UV RESISTANT LABEL INDICATING THE SIGN MANUFACTURER'S NAME AND DATE OF

10. LOCATION AND CONDITION, INCLUDING ANY EXISTING DAMAGE OR DEFICIENCIES.

11. CONTRACTOR AND PROVIDED TO THE PIMA COUNTY SIGN SHOP SUPERVISOR (520) 724-2630. INVENTORY SHALL INDICATE CURRENT SIGN

12. PRIOR TO DISTURBING ANY TRAFFIC SIGNS, A SIGN CONDITION INVENTORY OF ALL EXISTING SIGNING SHALL BE CONDUCTED BY THE

13. THE DESIGN SPEED FOR THE ROAD IS ____ MPH. THE POSTED SPEED LIMIT IS ____ MPH. SIGN PLACEMENT SHALL BE BASED ON THE POSTED

14. TO TRAFFIC, ALL PUNCH LIST ITEMS ARE COMPLETED, AND ONE YEAR WARRANTIES BEGIN).

15. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR COORDINATING ALL WORK WITH ARIZONA 811 FOR INSTALLING ALL TRAFFIC SIGNS IN THE

16. SHALL HAVE AN ANTI GRAFFITI COATING APPLIED TO SIGN FACE, 3M #1160 FILM OR EQUIVALENT.

17. FLUORESCENT YELLOW SHEETING. ALL SCHOOL SIGNS SHALL USE FLUORESCENT YELLOW/GREEN SHEETING ALL GROUND MOUNTED SIGNS

18. ALL SIGNS SHALL HAVE TYPE XI SHEETING OR AN EQUIVALENT. ALL WARNING SIGNS HAVING YELLOW BACKGROUNDS SHALL USE

19. OF THE CONTRACTOR.

20. INTEGRITY OF THE SIGNS. SAFE STORAGE OF STOCKPILE AND PAYMENT OF DAMAGE TO THE STOCKPILE SHALL BE THE RESPONSIBILITY

21. ANY SIGNS AND POSTS BEING RE-USED ON THIS PROJECT SHALL BE STOCKPILED IN A MANNER TO AVOID DAMAGE AND MAINTAIN THE

22. ANY REQUIRED SPECIAL PROVISIONS, AND THESE PLANS..